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Rationale
The UHM Library Pacific Collection is the world’s premier 
collection of resources for research on Pacific Languages. 
The collection contains more than 10,000 items on or in the
nearly 1100 languages of Micronesia, Polynesia, and Melanesia.

The language holdings in the Collection include dictionaries, 
grammars, and field notebooks, as well as extensive material 
written in Pacific languages, such as religious texts, government documents, children’s books, and
public health brochures. Much of this material is ephemeral and rare and may not be found in
other libraries in the world. In total, the Pacific Collection represents almost all the Pacific
Islands languages for which materials have been formally or informally published, making it an
invaluable resource for the study of Pacific linguistics. 

Before this project began in 2014, we did not know exactly how many and which languages were
represented in the collection, for two reasons. The first reason is that not all of the bibliographic
records met library descriptive standards (i.e., many are missing Library of Congress Subject    
                                                                                     Headings, or the MARC language code is
                                                                                     misapplied).

                                                                                     The second reason is that for the  vast
                                                                                     majority of Pacific languages, Library of
                                                                                     Congress Subject Headings and MARC codes
                                                                                     simply do not provide the adequate 
                                                                                     description that is found in the ISO 693-3
                                                                                     (see middle panel).

                                                                                     Because of this, the potential utility of the
                                                                                     UHM Library Pacific Collection to a wide
                                                                                     range of scholars and language
                                                                                     communities remained untapped.  Users
                                                                                     seeking materials in Pacific languages could
                                                                                     not be confident that they were able to
discover relevant materials using the UH library Voyager catalog, WorldCat, the Open Language
Archive Community (OLAC) search engine, or any other international search engine. This project
has increased the discoverability and accessibility of the Pacific language materials by
improving and making consistent the descriptive metadata in the catalog, using standards
accepted by library science and linguistic science.

Project Partners
The Pacific Collection at the UHM Hamilton Library is the premier 
collection of its kind in the world, including for resources for research on
Oceanic languages and linguistics. In total, the Pacific Collection 
probably represents almost all the Pacific Islands languages for which 
materials have been formally or informally published, making it an 
invaluable resource for the study of Pacific linguistics. While there are 
several other libraries with significant Pacific collections in the world, the 
UHM Library Pacific Collection is unique in maintaining such an active and comprehensive acquisition
effort in all three Pacific Island regions. This makes the UHM Library Pacific Collection the best
resource for comparative regional research in all disciplines, including but not limited to linguistics
and language.

The UHM Department of Linguistics is renowned for a half century of field-based research in Pacific
languages, as well as for being a center for training and research in endangered language
documentation and archiving. The commitment of the UHM Department of Linguistics to the issue of
language documentation, sustainability and diversity across the Asia-Pacific region is evident on
many levels. It is currently the only institution in the United States that offers a graduate program in
language documentation and conservation. The M.A. program is specifically designed to prepare
students for leadership roles in conservation and documentation efforts, and the Ph.D program offers
similar opportunities at a more advanced level. The department is also home to the top-ranked journal
Language Documentation & Conservation and it hosts the flagship conference in this field, the
International Conference on Language Documentation and Conservation. It also hosts the student-
organized Language Documentation Training Center, which gives linguistics graduate students the
opportunity to mentor speakers of under-represented languages on campus in methods of language
documentation. 

Mapping Library and Language Description Standards
Librarians describe language in their catalog records in three ways:

- In the Notes field (546/500), using prose:

- In the Library of Congress Subject Headings field (650):

For example: Kwara’ae language – Texts
Camuhi language – Readers 
Marquesan language – Dictionaries
Mortlockese language – Grammar

But, only about a third of Pacific languages
even have a LCSH!

-In the Library of Congress MARC language codes field (008/041):

...but these are based on the ISO 639-2 standard, which contains “collective codes”
paa (“Papuan other”) and map (“Austronesian other”) subsume hundreds of languages!

For example, this book contains English and … one or more of hundreds of possible “Papuan
other” languages. How can a researcher know which one(s)? How could this book be found?

Linguists describe language using the ISO 639-3 standard, which aims for comprehensive
coverage of languages.

Of all languages listed in the ISO 639-3 standard:

-only 2% have a 1-to-1 matching code in the MARC standard
-11% are listed as subsumed under a MARC collective code
- 87% do not have a corresponding MARC code

We developed a thesaurus to map between ISO 639-3, MARC, and LCSH, when they exist: 

Library standards for describing languages could be greatly improved by using ISO 693-3.

Examples of problems we’ve encountered and fixed

Workflow and outcomes
We have examined more than 17,000 items in the Pacific Collection. For those containing language
data, we have identified the language and found the corresponding ISO 639-3 codes, and updated
our records accordingly. We have also added substantial notes to the catalog when clarification
beyond the ISO 639-3 code is needed. We are also submitting updates to the MARC registration
authority.

All items handled by this project now have:
-A record in OLAC, so they are findable by linguists
-A record in Voyager, so they are finable by UH library patrons
-A record in WorldCat, so that other libraries can upload our enhanced metadata 

Many thanks to Bob Blust, Alex François, Åshild Naess, and Bill Palmer for their held with identifying some of the languages contained in
the Collection. Thanks also to Daniel Ishimitsu for his work on developing the OLAC export.

Rapid Cat
During a budget crisis in the early 1990’s, UHM library added a large backlog of uncataloged Pacific
Collection materials to the collection’s (closed) stacks with accession numbers and very brief (and often
incorrect) MARC records that generally do not have language codes or subject headings.

                                         Tesa! mal natrausuen : natamol nag ru preng natrausuen
                                         Call Number: PZ 851224.02
                                         Publication Date: 1983

                                         This book had no clues to the language other than the text itself. It was coded and 
                                        described as the language of South Efate in Vanuatu (ISO 639-3 erk).

Alternative spelling/dialects
In both the library and linguistic standards, 80% of Pacific languages have an alternate or dialect names. This is to
emphasize the importance of the 3-letter ISO 639-3 code and to a lesser extent authority headings for precise language
description.

                                   A dictionary of Owa : a language of the Solomon Islands by Mellow, Greg
                                   Call Number: PL6206 .M45 2014, Publication Date: 2014

                                   This language is not described by librarians but ISO 639-3 lists 5 alternative names:
                                   Anganiwai, Anganiwei, Narihua, Santa Anna, Wanoni.

Collective codes
A comparative vocabulary of the dialects of British New Guinea by Ray, Sidney Herbert
Call Number: PL6606 .R38, Publication Date: 1895

Using library standards, this book is given one collective code: paa (Papuan other). Using linguistics
standards its entry now has 31 distinct Pacific languages, coded individually.

Non-Pacific-language and non-English materials
In several cases, the primary language of a text was neither in a Pacific language nor in English. We had to seek help from
various language experts to determine if there was Pacific language text and if so, which language.

                   実用パプア ( ニューギニア ) 語入門 : ( 発音・文法・会話集・単語集 ) by 戶部実之
                                   Call Number: PM7891 .Z9 T63 1996, Publication Date: 1996

                                   This is a book in Japanese about Tok Pisin.

No Library of Congress Subject Heading
66% of the approximately 1,400 Pacific languages listed in ISO 639-3 have no direct equivalent in LCSH.

                                            Dictionnaire thématique des langues de la région de Hienghène (Nouvelle-Calédonie) : Pije, 
                                                 Fwâi, Nemi, Jawe by Haudricourt, André-Georges
                                            Call Number: PL6211.N4 H38 1982, Publication Date: 1982

                                            The LCSH descriptors used for this record (Melanesian languages and Hienghène Region 
                                          (New Caledonia) -- Languages) have to be broad and based on geography as there is none yet
                                            existing that is language-specific.
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